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Preface to the AMS Chelsea Edition

We are deeply grateful to the AMS for reissuing Differential Topology as part

of its AMS Chelsea Book Series. Our elementary introduction to topology via

transversality techniques has managed to stay in print for most of the thirty-

six years since its original appearance, and we would like to thank Edward

Dunne and his colleagues in Providence for ensuring its continuing availability

(knock on wood) for the next thirty-six years. The techniques it highlights

have, in some sense, a very 1970’s flavor. The quixotic hopes of that decade,

that singularity theory and catastrophe theory (of whose catastrophic demise the

less said the better) would have a revolutionary impact on physics, chemistry,

biology, economics, game theory, and investment strategies in the stock market,

have proved largely unfounded. However, we have been pleased to find that

our students today are, just as were the students of three decades ago, happy

with the visceral, down-to-earth approach to topology espoused by books like

ours and Milnor’s wonderful Topology from a Differential Viewpoint. We hope

(again knock on wood) that whatever the fashions in mathematics of the next

thirty-six years, this will continue to be the case.

Victor Guillemin

Alan Pollack
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